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\-lith 01 Timer s Just a mat ter of days away, this
issue is dedicated to our caving history and t~
cavers who made it.
Oldman \-lisdom's taken time out from his travels
to pay us a long overdue visit.
He's got one
hi story lesson we'll not soon forget.
No look back would be complete without the name
of James Redell. This issue's caver profile take s
form in an interview with just this name. Editing
down this lengthy interview was impossible due to
the quality of its contents.
\-lith this and all the other articles, cartoons
and reports that follow, we have decided to red uce
the copy somewhat to avoid the cost of extra page s.
We hope you enjoy it as much as we have putting i t
together.
Putting it together would have been impossibl e
without our contributors and the gracious assi stance of Bill Elliott, and Rodney and Patsy Leist.

New Address
Please note that The Texas Caver has a new
address.
Unless writing to Jay specifically, al l
Caver related correspondence, publication exchanges and subscriptions should be mailed to:
The Texas Caver
P.O. Box 8026
Austin, Texas 78713-8026

Dues/Subscription Notice
In case you were wondering
Jim Jasek wa s so
busy working to get The Texas Caver out l ast
spring, he didn't have time to notify you a bout
subscription renewals.
Those who subscribed in
1983 continued to receive issues until Jim resi gned
as editor in May . Consequently the TSA sent notices in May for 1984 subscriptions and dues, ra U,er
than last December or January. Don't be shod ed
when you receive another notice this winter : or
1985!
We are trying to get back on our regt: :.ar
time schedule. TSA dues are valid from OTR to O·'R,
Texas
Caver
subscriptions
from January 1 to
January 1.
You get back part of your dues as d ( 5counts on TSA Convention and OTR entry fees. :'he
TSA then has the capital to put on TSA conventi '- '1 5 ,
maintain a minimal publication program and do f!!ch
small projects as have TSA patches made.
,'he
Texas Caver is also part of your TSA dues , out
because there are a few out-of-staters or libra, les
who do not want to be TSA members, we have
continued to allow them to subscribe. This i F t he
reason the notification was broken down into Jubscription and dues categories.
It's not too late to subscribe for 1984 . We "i ll
send '84 back issues and still have two more i r, ues
to come.
Provided the TSA approves our con t L.ued
co-editorship, our next issues will focus on ":;est
Texas Caving" and "Urbanization and Caves" , We
enjoy hearing from you and welcome any constrU! ~ i ve
feedback you have to offer. Please send ar t :.: l es
wi thin deadlines and keep trip reports t o the
point.
Grottos should maintain contact in a t. 3el y
manner.
We will try to keep trip reports Cll . ~ e n t
but may have to edit some. Some articles m .' be
held for future issues. Thanks for your suppor t,!
John Sp\' nce
The Texas elVer

Doi ng the history of Texas caving is no small
f ea t .
In order to do it right the editors felt
com pe lled to speak with long time retired caver
Ol dma n lVisdom.
Locating OMW was rather difficult,
but a fter a long search he was found riding in his
pr iva te car on the Blue Train bound for Capetown.
He r e are some of the notes our editor got from
ami on his South African trip.

OLDNAN WISDOM AND THE HISTORY OF TEXAS CAVING
by: Charlie Loving
As be st as we can tell from Oldman Wisdom this
all s tarted quite some time ago.
OMW himself
didn' t get involved in i t un til the early sixties
When he was discharged from the Foreign Legion
after twenty-three years service. He ended up in
Austi n for some reason. OMH, as historians of OMW
know , has a Phd. from the University of Saudi
Arabia in the study of sand bats and the effects of
sand ba t guano on sand.
Any"ay,
he showed up in Austin. Those were the
days when there were two grottos in Austin. One
was a t UT (the University of Texas Grotto) and the
ot her was at Magaregell's house (that name isn't
spelle d right is it Terry?) and was called the
Ba l co ne s Grotto.
There were other grottos in the
August, 1984

state.
Abilene had one that was made up of
reactionaries and conservatives. They hated the UT
people with a purple passion but they couldn't do
anything about it because the UT people were the
only ones that were really doing things, both in
Texas and in Mexico.
Fort Worth had a Grotto
called the Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto.
That was
rather strange because the metroplex has a zillion
people in it and the grotto had only ten or forty
people that did things.
Pete Lindsley was the only name that continued to
come to the fore from DFW, mainly because of his
interminable slide shows.
Pete was one of those
guys who took the perfect picture every time. He
carried in a ton of camera stuff and took hours to
take a shot of some diddly little cave cricket's
feeler backed against some super cave coral . He
was
good and his pictures were almost always
winners;
the only trouble was that when he showed
them he would show all of them, all ten thousand
and by the time he got to the second or third slide
tray everyone was either asleep or drunk. O~~ was
usually the latter and trying to leech on some
unsuspecting young caverite.
There was a Houston Grotto as memory serves that
was set up by a bunch of former UT cavers and there
were a bunch of scruffy cavers in the Rio Grande
valley that did things wrong all the time. They
and the A&I Grotto were looked upon as novices by
the high and mighty UT Grotto which saw itself as
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some sort of professional type outfit. Professional in all senses of the word.
TR Evans was a UT caver who was gone when OMW
showed up.
He was off in Bali doing a Peace Corps thing.
Before he left however, he and Bill Russell and a
few other people whose names have been lost to
memory set up the Association of Mexican Cave
Studies.
AHCS as i t is fondly termed. That outfit
grew in the early sixties. One of the reasons for
that growth was the interest taken in it by a
teenage
printer and caver.
The AMCS started
putting out publications and taking dues. It came
on strong and for awhile it published a lot of
interesting stuff.
Then as the teenager grew up
and learned more ~bout business and that sort of
stuff, the publications became more colorful and
less frequent.
Runi Burnette was at one time a caver of merit,
though one has to wonder why he did it. Mostly he
got banged up.
Richard Smith and Richard Smith
were well known cavers, both were Geologists and
both talked a lot.
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Bill
Russell is the real old man of Texas
caving.
He has crawled more miles than most people
have walked.
James Reddell has caught more cave
bugs than most people have eaten hamburgers. And
there is David McKenzie who maps slower than anyone
in the world with the exception of Orion Knox.
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This so called historic record could go on and on
for pages and pages as each and every name was
thrown into the hopper. There were dozens of lady
cavers and hangers on.
They stuck around, I
presume, because of the glory that was shed on them
by the boy cavers. Either that, or they were just
as strange as the boy cavers.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ The Texas Caver

It was all in the days before the womens libera tion stuff.
People still did things in the old
timey ways. OMW was a tried and true MCP. So were
most of the Chingashgooks. Heck, anyone who would
ea t caver delight for six days running had to be a
HCP .

Some of the pictures that you see here are drawn
fr om the ancient archives.
They were drawn on
na pkins at the Schol tz garden in the days before
dr ugs when cavers gathered in large groups , sang
ri bald songs and were generally obnoxious to all
co nce rned.
They had a reputation of having the
best parties on campus, sort of Animal House type
aff ai rs .
The frats wanted to be invited, the caver
pa r t ies were so good. 011W at one point went to the
Lone Star Brewery and asked them for three kegs of
beer free for a Caver party and got them. So well
known were their antics that the brewery felt that
it wo uld be great advertising to give them all the
beer they could drink at one sitting . Hah, they
drai ned the three kegs before ten p.m. Today it
wOllld take them a week to drain one keg. (Is that
an edit orial statement of some kind Terry?)
Janey Super Bounce had a great solution to the
Caver party drink, she got gallon jugs of spirits
fr om her biology lab and mixed them with orange
jui ce .
The spirits were free and the orange juice
was ex pensive so it was mixed just enough to hide
the taste of the alcohol. Ice was added and the
party was called.
Many a caver became numb at
these events.
Keith, at one, shot a frat house
full o f holes.
So much for parties.
It was the hard drinking
t hat led the Abilene Grotto to ask the TSA to
censo r UT Grotto .
They brought it all up at a
conven tion at San Angelo. It seemed that they felt
that Susan Holstrom should be chastised for having
destroyed the bump gate to the ranch at Indian
Creek near Uvalde.
The gate, as Holstrom put it,
was
closed backwards and she went through it
pro perly .
I t lola s smashed to toothpicks.
The

C·L.
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About caving there are a thousand stories. The
famous Albert airplane crash.
The cave with no
name, Devil's Sinkhole, Bustamante and all those
Huautla caves, plus a hundred more. O~M was there
when the cavers founded Inner Space and he was
there when the UT people, Orion , mapped Natural
Bridge .
It was exciting in the old days. Hitchhiking to l1exico.
Riding the trains, riding the
ZUA
ZUA bus or the Flecha Roja.
There was
Reddell's station wagon, PHU PHU, and Fish's Ford,
plus a bevy of Land Rovers .
This history will no doubt be continued. We have
omitted Karl Kunath mainly because OMW has decreed
that he is not a Texas Caver. Kunath is a New
Mexican Caver and there is no place in Texas for
any New Mexican Caver, besides, San Angelo is so
similar to Los Angeles that he might actually be a
Californian like Bill Bell and Tom Tracey, who is
kin to Dick Tracey.

SU5~ llolstv~ I h(?I.~e l,e l rE'J
('looSe ~"""I..?", CYee4. +0 ",II cQ.versj
Stn,Clsl.''''1 -tl,e b".... p ~tf' ~ 'j0m"
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Abi l enoes said she was drunk and therefore all UT
cave rs were drunk and ought to be hung. Well, the
Ab i le noe s
were out voted, the UTG packed the
alld i ence.
That night at the campground the UT
cave rs showed the Abilenoes what getting drunk was
rea lly like and how terribly obnoxious they could
r ea lly get.
Chingashgook Smith led the UT chorus
in a series of wonderful songs.
Everyone else
packed up and left except the 50 or 60 UTG cavers
who sang and drank till they passed out.
Those were the good old days before drugs.
August, 1984
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A CAVER PROFILE
AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES REDDELL
b y William R. Elliott and John Spence
On August 1 1984 we interviewed James Reddell in
his office at the University of Texas, where he is
an a ssistant curator of entomology for The Texas
Memorial Museum. A former NSS Director, James grew
up in Idalou and has spent much of his life in
Lubbock and Austin. We covered many aspects of his
long career in caving and biospeleology.
Spence: James, how'd you get started in caving
and how lon g ago was it ?
1959. My first real caving was done in
Re dd e ll:
the UT Grotto .
that
Spence: Were they a very active group at
time?
Reddell: Yeah,
very active.
I
came to club
meetings, b e came a caver, started going on trips.
They
Then they had a
lot more rigid system .
actuall y had minutes read at
the meetings and
o rganized trips with leaders. Each caving trip had
a leader- you went on the trip and you did what he
said.
Spence : Carried the ropes or whatever, huh?
Reddell: Yeah.
That pretty well went by the
wa y side generations ago .
Elliott: Who were some of the cavers you started
caving with ?
Reddell:
Oh,
Bill Russell was the main one. I
went with him to Cave X.
Spence: What other caves were y'all working on at
the t i me ?
Reddell: The first cave I ever went to was Felton
Ca v e in Sutton County.
Then I
went on a cave
hun t ing trip to Hays County to a couple of blind
pit s . Th e n Ca ve X and then the Langtry Caves .
Spe nce: Wh e n did you know you were hooked into
ca vin g?
Reddell: After Felton Cave.
Ell i ott: At
that time you were an undergraduate
a t th e Universit y of Te x as and an English major,
right? And then you graduated and had a library
job ?
Re dd e ll : Yeah, I worked in the library at UT.
I
got int e rested in biology and started doing some
c ollectin g . I took some courses and then I went to
the Univ e rsity of Kentucky in 1967 to work with Tom
Ba rr, but th a t didn't work out too well, so I
went
t o Texa s Te ch to work with Bob Mitch e ll .
Elliott:
Your association with Bob Mitchell
s tar t ed in th e e arl y sixties when he was a doctoral
s tud e nt at UT.
Re ddell:
Yea h,
we
de s cribed
Eurycea
tr i d e ntif e r a , th e Hone y Cre e k Cave salamander.
He
gave me a l o t o f h e lp in getting start e d. Findin g
how to write a
peo pl e t o id e ntif y th e stuff,
bio l ogy pa pe r.
Elli o t t : For you per sonall y , what has been th e
mo st exc itin g b i olo g ic a l di s covery ?
Red d e ll: Pr o b a bly th e blind c atfish in Acatlan
(Rh a mdi a r e dd e lli).
Ell iott : And now yo u'v e al s o gott e n into the
taxo nom y of sc hi z omids, which aren't well known to
c a v e r s , I g u ess .
Re dd e ll : They're a small order of arachnids,

J a mes Re ddell (Ph o to by Bill Elliott).

mostly tropical.
Elliott: You're also interested in japygids.
Spence: Tell what that is .
Reddell: A japygid is a small, remote relative of
the silverfish that looks kind of like an earwig.
Elliott: What really got you started in cav e
biology? Why did you start collecting?
Reddell: I decided I was going to do a book on
Texas caves.
Since there was not anything kn own
about the cave biology of Texas
to speak of ,
somebody needed to do it. So I started collect i ng
to find out what was going on.
Spence : And now how many species do you have
named after you?
Reddell: Oh, 30 or so.
Elliott : Ask him how many genera he has named
after him!
Reddell: Two.
Spence: What are genera?
Elliott: That's like the group a species belongs
to.
So it's rare to have a genus (singular) named
after you.
Spence: What are the two you have named af ter
you?
Redde 11:
Texoredde 11 ia,
a
thysanuran
or
silverfish, and Reddellobus, a millipede.
Elliott: Can you estimate how many caves you' ve
been in over the years in Texas and Mexico?
Re ddell: I'd say at least 600 or 700 in each .
Elliott:
Over your career you've documented mos t
of the caves you've been in in some way, right?
Re dd e ll: Yeah, except for the ones I
forgot to
do!
Elliott: Heh heh heh.
Spen c e:
How did you ge t involved wi th the TSS
files?
Re dd e 11: We 11, Bi 11 Rus se 11 and I founded it in
1961.
We started collecting some information on
cav e s in Tr a vis County .
By dittoing it, us ing
scroun ge d paper, th e early issues didn't cost mu ch.
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El liott: And you were also active in the founding
of the AMCS.
Redd e ll: Yeah, I was one of the first.
It was
ca ll e d the SSM, the Speleological Survey of Mexico
first . I went with T.R.
Evans, Terry Raines and
Bi ll ' Russell on the first really serious trip to
find ne w areas to explore. I had been down there- I
was director of the region project at Bustamante
( 1960). After that, we made one trip to the Sierra
de El Abra to Sotano de 1 Arroyo, the firs t rea 1
attem pt to document Mexican caves (1962).
Spe nce: Do you do much caving in Mexico nowadays?
Redde ll : Not enough. I haven't been down since
Nov embe r.
Ell iott: What other areas has cave biology drawn
you to, geographically?
Redde ll : California, New Me x ico, Kentucky when I
was t here.
Elliott: And you're also interested in the cave
fauna o f Guatemala and Belize, and you keep track
of just about everything that happens in cave
bio l ogy in the Western Hemisphere.
Redde 11:
I
try to keep up
with
i tthe
bibliog raphic
lists.
I
plan
to
publish a
bi bliog raphy of North American cave biology.
Elliott: That's been an ongoing project for
yea rs.
Spence: Do you expect to publish it anytime?
Red dell: Not anytime soon.
Elliott: How many papers have you published
Jame s?
Red dell (holding list) : Counting TSS surveys, 75.
Spence: Your collection around this room is
pr e tty large. Are all of these cave-related books?
Re ddell: Mostly.
There's some general biology
stuff , but most of it is cave-related. Articles on
cave biology and caves.
Spe nce: Where do you keep the TSS files?
Re ddell: You're leaning on them. (CRASH!)
Spe nce: These three cabinets? And are the maps
ke pt in these files?
Red dell: Small maps are kept here. Large ones are
kept in the room across the hall, in a flat file
and i n tubes.
Elliott: There's information on about 2000 Texas
caves right now .
Ell iot t:
In your view, what are the major
sc ie ntific things remaining to be done in Texas
caves?
Red dell: Well,
there are still big areas that
hav en't been studied biologically. One of things
th a t really needs doing is some sort of meteorolo gica l study emphasizing the bad air caves- find
out exactly what's happening, what a normal cave
atmosp here is, what constitutes a bad air cave,
wh a t
changes occur.
Bill Russell and I were
inte rested in it at one time, but never got around
to it .
Elliott : Well,
that's something I'm hoping to
work up myself gradually over the years since I'm
into air sampling . technology in my work at the
Sta t e Health Department. Scott Harden is interested
in it too. I think cavers could report a lot of bad
air caves to us that we don't know about.
Spenc e : What kinds of information would you want
fro m cavers for the files?
Re ddell: Descriptions and locations of the caves,
news paper clippings and articles that come out in
maga zines, any kind of study that they've done like
air -sampling or soil-sampling, this should be put
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in the files so they can be used for future issues
of the TSS.
Elliott: What would you like to see cavers doing
in the very near future to help the TSS improve its
files?
Reddell: Bring in their maps,
trip reports and
their general information they have, particularly
cave reports, descriptions and cave maps to Old
Timers in September. There's an incredible amount
of information that appears in the Texas Caver and
grotto newsletters that never gets into the TSS
files.
The result of a lot
of
that
means
duplication of work. One of the main things when we
first started the survey, besides not losing all of
this information, was to let people know what has
been done, even in the most insignificant cave.
If
it's been checked out two or three times it's a
real waste of everybody's energy. There are so many
caves still to be found in Texas that there's no
sense in duplicating effort. Not only scientists
use the information, but conservationists. In an
area where there's development, if you know what's
there beforehand you have a chance to save it,
whereas if you don't know anything about it, you
can't do it.
Elliott: And in return, what can Texas cavers
expect to get if they want some information on a
county or a particular cave area?
Reddell: Well, we'd be glad to provide a xerox of
all our holdings on any particular cave or area to
a qualified caver at the cost of the xeroxing. My
address is:
Texas Memorial Museum
University of Texas at Austin
2400 Trinity St.
Austin, TX 78705
phone (512) 471-1075
Elliott: What are your plans here with the Texas
Memorial Museum in the near future for a series of
publications on caves?
Reddell: We've started a new series
called
Monographs
in
Speleology,
that will include
lengthy reports on physical or biological
or
whatever- major papers, not short papers as such,
unless they're related in some way. The first cne
is going to be The Caves of Bexar County, which
George Veni has done. The second one will probably
be this new book of collected papers on Mexican
cave biology. Some others are lined up,
including
The
Caves
of
Llano,
Blanco
and Gillespie
Counties, maybe some dissertations that haven't
been published yet because they're so long. That's
the kind of thing we want to do.
Elliott: So basically the Museum is prepared to
sponsor TSS publications as well as some AMCS
publications and other things.
Reddell: Right. It could include a geological
dissertation relating to caves or a certain cave or
karst development in a certain area. Just about
anything that's too long to publish in a short
paper but that's worth publishing.
Spence: Do you have an estimate of how many caves
you've discovered or have been in on the discovery?
Reddell:
I'd say in Texas, 300 or 400 and
probably more than that in Mexico because almost
all of my caving in Mexico has been cave hunting.
David McKenzie and I have particularly tried to go
to new areas whenever we've gone down there, both
for biology and for the excitement of finding new
things. With Yucatan almost every cave that we
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went to had never been visited by cavers. We were
down there for months and went to over 100 caves.
All of them were new to cavers, they were in the
literature, but they'd never been explored by
cavers.
Spence: In Texas, what are some of the more
popular caves that you found?
Reddell:
I guess the biggest one we actually
found was Indian Creek Cave, in Uvalde County. It's
about 20,000 feet long, mostly big passage, but
with some pretty grim stuff in it too.
Spence: Do you do much grim caving these days?
Redde 11: No.
Spence: Why not?
Reddell: Lazy.
Spence: Sitting on your laurels, huh?
Reddell: Hyuk, hyuk.
Elliot t: James, -maybe you could describe for US
your most memorable caving experience.
Reddell: In Texas the most exciting thing for me
was Indian Creek Cave, because that was the first
really big new cave that had been found in Texas.
And just to run down thousands of feet of walking
passageit'd be hard to find anything more
exciting. But the flooding of H.T. Meier's is
probably just as memorable in its own way.
Elliott: Tell us about that.
Reddell: Well, we'd gone into the cave fairly
early in the morning to check some leads. David
McKenzie, Terry Raines, Sharon Woolsey then- now
Sharon Wiggins, and I had been in there quite a few
hours. As we got to the top of the 70 foot drop,
before the little chimney that goes back down, we
could hear this roar of water, waterfalls coming in
from the entrance. And so I climbed up first. We
were using cable ladders, but we had had to use
them farther back so I prussiked up the 70 foot
drop and hung - the ladders for everybody else. So
then I was belaying Sharon up and she got to the
top and I yelled down for David and Terry to climb,
the cave was flooding.
So they tandemed up the
cable ladders, heh, and then we dived down the
chimney, a 20 or 30 foot chimney with just a few
inches of air left before it siphoned, and then
came out using flashlights, up all the ladders at
the entrance series. It turns out that we weren't
in any imminent danger, we might
have
been
uncomfortable for awhile.
It hadn't even rained
there but it had come an enormous rain several
miles up the creek and the creek was overflowing
its banks, pouring into the entrance. It was
memorable. I've been hesitant about flooding caves
ever since.
Elliott: What did you find outside?
Reddell: It was the middle of the night, all
bright and starry and the moon was out .
Elliott: Wasn't there a rescue crew there?
Reddell: No. That was somebody else's trip there.
Elliott: I believe that Bill Halliday may have
gotten that story wrong in one of his books.
I
think he related that the fire department was
there.
Reddell: Probably. I don't remember the story.
Spence: Well, Bill Russell was in on some kind of
trip where they tried to rescue 'em and they were
just coming out late.
Reddell: Yeah, that happened a couple of times at
that cave because people were very late getting
out. At that time using prussik knots and ladders
you spent a long time in the cave. Now single rope
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techniques are very fast. So there were a couple of
incidents there where the owner got worried, but
not on that one.
Elliott: What's the most grim experience in
Mexico that you've had?
Reddell: As far as just miserable caves, Volcan
de los Murcielagos has gotta be the most miserable
cave I've ever been in.
Elliott: This is the big bat cave in Campeche,
right?
Reddell: Yeah. We were driven into the cave by
mosquitoes devouring us alive and we went in during
the bat flight. It has about a 180 foot entrance
drop formed in conglomerate.
So we just used a
handline going down the entrance, it was easy going
down. And then we cowered behind rocks waiting for
the bat flight to end,
picking them out of our
pants legs. When we finally got into the cave it
was at least in the nineties with high ammonia and
millions of flies and mites and everything, just a
generally miserable trip. We barely got up the
entrance
drop because all our footholds kept
collapsing under us on the handline drop. We didn't
know if we would get out or not.
Spence: Mosquitoes didn't seem so bad when you
got back out!
Redde 11: No.
Elliott: This bat flight,
as I remember, took
several hours.
Reddell: Yeah,
three hours at least. They were
still coming out when we were in the cave.
Elliott: Have you ever had any physical injuries
or diseases from cavp.s?
Reddell: Well, I broke three ribs falling in Dead
Dog Cave #1. Six feet to a ledge and then eight
feet to the floor with a hard mound of rock and
clay on the bottom. I stepped down onto this little
funnel-shaped floor and what I
thought was the
floor was a stick on which . you have to hang by your
elbows to sort of let yourself down. When I put my
weight on it and let go I just funneled into the
drop and landed on my side.
Spence: I bet that was hell getting out.
Reddell: No, I climbed out. It hurt but I didn't
think anything bad had happened until it didn't
quit hurting.
Then another time I got Relapsing
Fever from Adam Wilson's Cave in Kerr County. It's
a disease caused by a microorganism that lives in
soft ticks that bite you. One particular species is
abundant in caves with goats and other wildlife.
It's the genus Ornithodorus, which lives on bats.
But there's one species, turicata, that's common
in dry shelter areas of caves. There had been quite
a few cases before, then David McKenzie and Terry
Raines and I were exploring this cave and we all
came down with it. On the way back from Indian
Creek Cave we were all running about 1022 fever,
two weeks later. We didn't know if we were going to
get back to Austin or not because we were all
horribly ill.
Spence: What were the symptoms?
Reddell: About every week or two, it kind of
varies, you suddenly have a very high fever,
joint
aches and just general, total misery. It lasts for
a few days. The organism goes through cycles where
it builds up in .your blood, reproduces madly for
awhile, then most of them die. Then the life cycle
starts again. Your body either fights it off and
gets rid of it, which is what happened to US
because we never were treated for it, or you take a
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pr e tty obnoxious treatment that sometime is worse
th a n the disease.
Elliott:
So how long did it . take to get rid of
th a t ?
Re ddell : I was sick about a month, altogether.
Elliott: Have you heard of any other cavers
comi ng down with that since then?
Re ddell : David got it again about two months
l ate r in Dumas Cave in Lampasas County.
I didn't
catc h it that time. There are a lot of other cases
of it in the literature, from caves allover Texas.
Some cavers early in the fifties came down with it.
Pro bably others have.
Elliott : I
know that cavers have
described
var ious undiagnosed illnesses they've had, and I
some t i mes wonder if it couldn't have been Relapsing
Feve r.
Re ddell:
Some of it could and then I think a lot
of ca vers have mild cases of histo that they think
is the flu, but it doesn't get to a real virulent
stage where they're really sick.
Elliott: Usually with histo and Relapsing, you
wou ldn't have symptoms until a week or two later.
Spence: Have you ever been lost in a cave?
Re ddell:
No, not really. Confused a few times,
but not really lost. No more than just a few
min utes figuring out where I was. That's usual for
a ca ve like Kaua in Yucatan, where you've got
hund reds of ways to go. It always takes a half-hour
or s o to figure out the way out. I think one of the
most satisfying things I've done in caving is th e
Yuca tan work. It's sort of like the Travis County
of Mexico. You've got lots of nice caves, but
they 're not enormous systems that you take years to
complete. You can actually accomplish something in
fo ur or five trips to the largest cave. One of the
mos t exc i ting things I've ever done was finding the
pr ev iously sealed rooms in Actun Spukil with all
t he pottery and masonry work back in there- knowing
tha t you were the first person there since about
110 0 or 1200 AD.
Spe nce : What were those rooms used for?
Re ddell: We don't really know whether it was a
r ef uge.
Nobody's excavated it .
There're
just
hu ndreds of pots set around collecting water, so I
th ink it probably was a refuge cave.
The original
ent rance had been sealed when they abandoned it.
The other very long, tortuous, route had just been
forg otten.
Spenc e: And that's how you found it?
Reddell: Yeah. We were mapping the cave and so we
we r e checking every l i ttle grungy hole and came on
Some Ma y an steps that had been cut to circle a pit.
On the other side of that you go a ways and then
you c ome to a little grungy hole that you can
bare l y get through. Then it opens up into a big
wa l k in g passage with rooms and pottery scattered
around .
Spence : Do you have any other interests outside
of c aving?
Re ddell:
Not much, besides general biology. I
rea d a lot- history and novels.
Elliott: Yo.ur latest interest is microcomputers.
Re dd e ll: Yeah. I've got my own computer now,
so
I ' m using it to input my data and just generally as
a word processor and hopefully, eventually fill up
some sort of database with Bill Elliott and David
NcKenzie to recover information more
rapidly.
There 's so much I'd like to do with bibliographies
and the survey that's just impossible because of
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the size, and now it looks like maybe in my
twilight years I'll be able to accomplish something
(snicker). My golden years.
Spence: You're gettin' a few gray hairs I think.
When do your twilight years begin?
Reddell: Oh, in another five years.
Elliott: I understand that actually your first
caving publication was in the 1947 American ~
Farmer or something like that. What was it?
Reddell: Hyuk, hyuk. The Progressive Farmer.
Yeah, when I was eight years old we went on a trip
to California and Oregon with my parents and we
went
to the sea lion caves. The Progressive
Farmer had a contest for the "littlest folks",
for
you to write about your trip, and I included a
little bit about the sea lion caves.
Elliott: James , can I have a reprint of that
article?
James: I've lost it, I can't find it anywhere .
Spence : It's bound to be in a library somewhere.
Elliott: We can probably find it in the rare
books collection at UT. Heh, heh. So that was your
first caving article?
Reddell: Yeah, my first cave. After that I went
to Carlsbad several times. Used to stare longingly
at the National Geographic ladders and think how
fun it would be to explore caves.
Elliott: What was it about caves that attracted
you in the first place? Can you remember your
feelings?
I guess
Reddell: Just the mystery, the unknown.
the first time I ever felt it was looking down into
the Lower Cave at Carlsbad, and just thinking how
wonderful it would be to be able to go in a place
like that without tourists ever ywhere.
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The Bat Bomb
by:

Dave McAdoo
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In a recent article in the Texas Caver on the
history of caving in Texas, William Russel noted
that the chief interest in Texas caves during World
War II was as a source of bats for an attempt to
use our furry little friends as carriers for incendiary bombs to be used on Japan. A description of
this project written by Joe Hichael Feist appeared
in the April-May 1981 issue of American Heritage
Magazine.
In light of the place of this project in
the history of Texas caves and the fascinating
nature of the project itself, I
here summarize
Feist's description.
The
project was initiated by a Pennsylvania
dentist Lytle S. Adams. Adams was on the way home
from a visit to Carlsbad Caverns when he heard of
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
Thinking
about the bats in Carlsbad, he had an idea - why
not attack Japan with bats carrying small bombs?
Shortly thereafter he somehow gained an audience
with President Roosevelt and convinced him that the
idea merited exploration.
Adams then returned to Carlsbad in July, 1942
with a zoologist to capture some bats to begin
experiments.
They captured several hundred Mexican
free
tailed
bats using a net over the cave
entrance.
The bats were placed in cold storage
chests, which, it was hoped, would induce them to
hibernate, making handling easier. About half of
the bats survived the trip to Harvard University in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The Army Air Force endorsed the bat bomb when it
was determined that each bat could carry 15-18
grams.
One official suggested that bats carrying
bombs might be released f rom submarines as well as
airplanes.

The incendiary unit was devised by a noted chemist, Dr. Louis Fieser, who also invented napalm.
The individual bombs were 2.5 inches long, filled
with napalm and equipped with a 15 hour delay tri~
gering mechanism.
They were attached to the skin
of the bat's chest with a clip. Bats were expected
to take refuge in buildings, gnaw through the
strings and leave the incendiary units behind.
Initial tests of the bat bomb in California in
May, 1943 were a fiasco.
Containers designed for
dropping the bats out of bombers did not work properly and many of the bats were killed or injured.
Several bats on the ground carrying incendiary
devices
managed
to escape.
The hangars and
outlying buildings, as well as a general's car,
were the first victims of the bat bomb. This
nearly ended the project.
Dr. Adams rescued it
with a very vigorous campaign in which he succeeded
in attracting the support of the Navy after the
Army lost interest.
Further problems arose, including confusion among
those working on the bomb. Because of its highly
secret nature, individuals working on one aspect of
the project were unaware of the activities of those
working on other parts. Even today the details of
the incendiary unit remain classified by order of
the CIA. Adams himself turned out to be a problem.
He ordered a Lieutenant Holt to prepare for a test
to be held in the California desert in which ten
thousand assemblies were to be used. When Holt
pointed out that such a test posed a tremendous
hazard to all of southern California, Adams was
outraged.
Holt finally told Adams that such an
experiment would not be performed even if he, Holt,
had to use a machine gun to prevent it.
Further tests held at Dugway proving ground in
Utah in mid-December were quite promising. On a
weight to weight basis, the bat bomb was more effective than any other such bomb in our possession. It
was estimated that one planeload of bat bombs would
set from 3,625 to 4,748 fires, as opposed to
167-400 fires with a planeload of conventional incendiaries.
Extensive final tests of the bat bombs
were set for April, 1944 and large scale production
of as many as one million units was scheduled to
begin in May.
In March, 1944 the project came to an abrupt end,
twenty-seven months and $2,000,000 after its ince ption.
After the war, rumor had it that the project
was terminated for fear the Japanese would charge
the United States with waging biological warfare.
In fact,
the chief of Naval operations called a
halt
because
of uncertainties surrounding the
behavior of bats and the length of time before an
actual strike could be launched.

For Your InformationThe July 24 Wall Street Journal has a front-pa ge
article on the guano business.
One man has the
mining rights to U-Bar Cave in New Mexico and Frio
and Bracken caves in Texas.
He has sold fift y
thousand dollars worth of bat guano so far this
year.
He has competition,
though.
Someone is
importing bird gua·no from Peru. The largest marke t
for guano is the marijuana growers of northern
California.
-Bill Mixon
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A CAVE PROFILE
RECONNAISSANCE IN THE SIERRA LA VIGA,
NUEVO LEON, MEXICO
by Dale L. Pate
Afte r a long drive in the fog and freezing rain,
our two vehicles arrived on the outskirts of
Sal t illo, Coahuila, to find clear skies and a repr ie ve from the wet weather we had been driving
th ro ugh. Peter and Terri Sprouse were riding with
Jim Fe ely in his truck while Mary Standifer and I
we re riding with Don Broussard in his truck. Our
de st ination was a lead on a topo map in the Sierra
Ran cho Nuevo, located 30 km east of Saltillo. High
rid ge s of the Sierra Madre Oriental run east to
we st in this area with the intervening valleys 1500
m be low. Our camp that night was in a wide, flatf l oo r e d valley that was covered in apple orchards.
The following morning, January 20, 1984, we awoke
to a sunless sky, but the clouds soon burned off
and t he day promised to be clear and warm.
Immedi a te l y to the south, a high peak had a light
Cov e ring of snow . This was Cerro San Rafael and is
on e o f the five peaks in the SMO to crest at over
3700 m. Our first stop for the morning was in La
Con cordia to inquire about caves in the Sierra
Rancho Nuevo. We talked to an older gentleman who
knew of no caves and pits on that ridge, but rather
he s poke of a cave by the name of Cueva de Agua

• Swimming
• Picnicing
• Hot Showers
• Camping
• RV Hookups
• Tenting

farther east near the village of San Jose de las
Boquillas. He claimed that a person could spend
five or six days in this cave and never reach the
end. This sounded fairly promising and so, after a
brief discussion, we changed our plans and headed
east for San Jose de las Boquillas_ A short ways
down the road we crossed the state line from
Coahuila into Nuevo Leon.
Upon arrival, we inquired about Cueva de Agua at
a local tienda and were told that it was a large
cave and that there was a two or three hour hike to
get to it. Peter and Don set off to find a guide
and soon had acquired two 12-year-old boys to lead
us to the cave. The cave was to the south of town
on a high limestone ridge named the Sierra la Viga
and would require a strenuous hike. Nevertheless,
by 1:30 PM all of our packs had been filled with
camping, caving, and camera gear, as well as food
and a very important item, water. The high karst is
usually very dry and we could not count on finding
any on the surface or in the cave, despite its
name.
Our
trail immediately turned upward and we
followed switchbacks until we had gained 900 m
vertically. Near the top, the Sierra la Viga is a
high ridge that has cliffs on all sides of it, and
the trail took us up a narrow, steep cut through
the ridges and canyons that surrounded us. By dusk
we had achieved the top of the ridge and the llano
that was to be our camping spot for the night. From
here, our young guides pointed in the direction of
the cave, then turned and headed for home at a run.
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We made camp in the llano , a shallow dolina und e r
the pine trees at an elevation of 3070 m.
Saturday, January 21, dawned clear and cool. A
brief l o ok down in the canyons to the north and
east showed us that the lowlands were covered with
clouds .
I
finished breakfast before everyone el s e
and headed wes t in search of Cueva de Agua. A
half-hour later I
came upon a small hole th at
dropped 3 or 4 m and would have to be dug out. A
short distance away I came upon another entranc e ,
one that was larger. This one was 4 m by 4 m and
appe a red to g o.
A few meters farther and I came
upon a third entrance. This one was 4 m by 2 m and
was in a small dolina, which had a rock wall built
across it. I started yelling to see if anyone from
camp had started heading my way yet and Don immediately yelled back. Soon everyone had arrived at
this third entrance.
Peter, Don,
and Jim be gan
surveying while Mary and I
started checking th e
passages.
Terri took a hike in the general a r ea.
The cave turned out to be fairly complex, but shor t
with quite a bit of loose breakdown. A colle c tion
of insects from the cave included a diplur an,
psuedoscorpions,
several species of spiders, a
cricket,
and several flies . Most,
if not a ll
species collected were new. As we found out lat e r,
this was Cueva de Agua .
Jim and Pet er
As we were packing up to leave,
headed off to look over the cliffs to the south.
Only meters away they found another cave. Thi s
entrance,
1 m in diameter,
had warm, moist a i r
blowing out of it. We had a quick look and saw
approximatel y 40-50 m of passage. The cave tren de d
the same direction as the first cave and had a
single
passage running north-south.
Both ways
appeared to end in breakdown,
though it loo ked
possible to dig through in several places . It was
also found out at a later date that this cave was
known as Cueva de Pino after a large pine growi ng
near the entrance.
Time was fast running out for our stay in the
Sierra la Vi g a, so we returned to camp, ate lun ch,
packed up, and began the long hike back to th e
vehicles. Our hike had turned up two caves, both a t
an elevation of 3080 m. These are thought to be th e
highest,
known, documented caves in Mexico. On the
drive back to Texas we ran into the fog around
Saltillo,
and towards Monterrey it turned t o
freezing rain and even denser fog.
We anxiou s l y
sought out a campsite after we had missed our tu r n
to a predetermined campsite in Casa Blanca can yon.
We finally bedded down for the night only a cou pl e
of kilometers away. The next morning we headed for
Austin only to come across a
large expans e of
desert, covered in ice .
Several weeks later Peter was showing some s li de s
of the trip to a large group of cavers, includ i ng
Bill Stone and his Huautla resurgence crew, when
not one,
but two different people mentioned th a t
those caves l o oked familiar. We had thought th a t we
had been the first group of cavers to this ar ea ,
but as it turned out, we had been the third gr oup
to the caves.
A group consisting of Neal Mo rr i s ,
Barb Vinson, Terry and Nancy Sayther, Pat Asn es ,
and Craig Bittinger had been to the caves i n
November, 1973, and then some months later J ay
Jorden and Noel Sloan had visited the same caves. A
brief a ccount by Craig describes his group's visit
to
the area in the 1974 UTG News, Vol. 6,
No.4 .
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U T M Coordinates

Cave Rescue-NCRC/TexasBy:

Jocie Hooper

The National Cave Rescue Commission of the
NSS (affiliated with the National Association
for Search and Rescue) was organized in 1977.
Prior to that time some national coordination
existed through the NSS National Cave Rescue
Coordinator, however,
this person had no well
defined organization to operate with.
It is a volunteer group developed to coordinate cave rescue resources throughout the
United
States
through
a single telephone
number.
NCRC itself is a communications network through which to locate the actual rescue
workers and equipment. (In actuality, many if
not all NCRC people do perform rescues, but not
as NCRC people
rather, as members of their
local rescue squads, civil defense units or
cave rescue groups.
NCRC is headed
ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS.
by a National Coordinator, whose phone number
is the single, national 24-hour number mentioned below.
NCRC is divided into 8 regional
networks, each with a Regional Coordinator,
selected by a board of all coordinators on the
basis of recommendations from cavers and cave
rescue groups in the region. In addition to
the National and Regional Coordinators, the
NCRC staff included two specialists, a Cave
Diving Officer and a Medical officer, who provided advise and keep track of medical and dive
rescue equipment and personnel.
As do most
rescue organizations, NCRC also depends on many
volunteers with no official position, whose
special knowledge, talents or contacts make the
network more effective.
Besides its main function as a communications
network, NCRC has other missions:

*

*

*
*

*

*

Maintaining
good
working relationships
with other rescue-oriented organizations,
government agencies and sources of specialized equipment and services (e.g. the Air
Force Rescue Coordination Center and the
Mine Safety and Health Administration).
Maintaining
current
files of possibly
useful equipment or services which can be
obtained through the above sources.
Developing and maintaining a limited supply of certain equipment such as modified
Neill-Robertson litters and rescue pulleys
in key locations throughout the country.
Encouraging
and
following research on
new cave rescue equipment and techniques,
and evaluating rescue equipment and techniques, and evaluating existing equipment
techniques.
Increasing the number and proficiency of
cave rescuers across the U.S., by sponsoring
training sessions, seminars and
workshops and by encouraging other cave
rescue
organizations
to
conduct such
educational programs .
Encouraging international cooperation by
developing contacts with cave rescuers and
re sponsi ble agencies in other countries,

by preplanning with these groups where
U.S.
involvement in rescues is anticipated, and by inviting participation of
cave rescuers from other countries in NCRC
seminars.
(Reprinted excerpt from:
Williams, T.L., ed.
1981.
MANUAL OF U.S. CAVE RESCUE TECHNIQUES. p. 5
of 106 pages. National Cave'Rescue Commission, c/o
NSS, Cave Avenue, Huntsville, AL 35810)

The NCRC has had some major philosophy changes
since its infancy and now emphatically reminds
everyone that it is primarily an information clearinghouse.
As noted in the above excerpt, it knows
the whereabouts of rescue equipment and people but
does not supply rescue squads - only the information you need to get help. Texas has no Regional
Coordinator in large part due to our lack of understanding of what NCRC is and does. I hope this
short article will clear up some discrepancies.
Don Paquette, a very "Texas-like" Bloomington,
Indiana caver, has just taken the position of
national Coordinator.
Don is an excellent caver
with extensive rescue experience - in part due to
the
ready
accessibility of easily flooded or
"mazey"
caves to the populace of Bloomington.
Should you need to contact him, and we all hope you
don't, remember that he's easy to work with but
requires that you have your act together.
Steve Hudson, not very " Texas-like", but a very
nice
guy
anyway ( !) , has been the Assistant
National Coordinator for some time. Most of you
probably know his name as co-owner of PMI. The
company supplies a variety of rescue and climbing
equipment as well as the wonderful rope we like to
"hang it out " on. Steve goes around the country to
rescue seminars observing, getting ideas, testing
and improving or inventing new equipment. He has
participated at various levels in many rescues.
These folks should not be your first line of assistance for a rescue. Local caving groups should
have a rescue contingency plan, or at the very
least you should know who can do what, how to get
in touch with each other and what equipment is
available.
I t has been stressed repeatedly at TSA
meetings for local groups to establish some rapport
with local law enforcement and fire squads. If you
are from an area which does not have many cavers or
equipment,
call
the TEXAS CAVE RESCUE number
(512)686-0234 collect. This number is an answering
service manned 24 hours a day and donated free to
Texans by John Kriedler.
John keeps a call-down
list which WE MUST keep current. Bob Cowell, TSA
Rescue and Techniques Chairman, has tried to get
lists from local grottos of people and equipment
available for John with only moderate success. If
your grotto has not sent him one - do it now. (Bob
Cowell,
5806
Cactus
Sun, San Antonio, Texas
78244).
Let's not wait until the crisis occurs to
be organized!
NATIONAL COORDINATOR OF NCRC
Don Paquette (812)332-4219 (H) or
(812)339-2281 (W)
Steve Hudson (404)764-2296 (H) or
(404)764-1437 (W)
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Trip Reports

NCRC Seminar and NSS Convention
by: Jocie Hooper
Pe rsonnel: Jocie Hooper, Jay Jordan
Co lin and Peter Strickland
Da te: June 17 - June 23, 1984
From Sunday, June 17th, through Saturday, June
23 r d , Jay Jordan and I attended the National Cave
Resc ue Commission's annual rescue seminar at Wind
Cave National Park, South Dakota. I was a beginning
st udent,
Jay, having attended as a beginner and
adva nced student in the past, assisted as a staff
member.
The seminar requires basic horizontal and
ver tical caving, skills, a lot of energy and an
eage rness
to learn.
The course material was
pre sented
as
lectures with hands-on practice.
Mate rial covered included: litter types, patient
packaging
and litter handling, anchor systems,
be l ay s, atmospheres, water problems/diving, passage
enla rgement (hammers, bang, etc.), medical care
unde r ground, coordination of rescue communications
(fie ld phones, CB, Ham, etc.). Students attending
were from allover the US, Canada and even an
Auss i.
Most were cavers, some climbers and cave
managers.
If it is one thing rescue requires it is
coordinated effort.
We became friends rapidly
dur i ng the daily workouts, which included: a speleol ympics type mud crawl cave which we had to haul
lit ters through twice; moving a patient in a litter
t hro ugh 'Langtry Lead-type' passage - only 200 ft.
but it took 4 hours!; assisting a litter across a
~a ll
valley on a tyrolean; and last, but not
leas t, our all day mock rescue which ended with the
who le crew evacuating before the cave flat-rocked
us - bu t that's another story.
The few evenings we had free were spent at a
l oca l warm springs complete with water slide and
hot
tub-Jacuzzi.
That sure soothed the sore
musc les, not to mention keeping the kids of those
atte nding pacified.
Attending one of these annual seminars is well
wor th your time and money. The 1985 seminar will
be he ld at Mammoth Cave.
Our
overstuffed
car then moved to the NSS
Co nvention in Sheridan, Wyoming, where a number of
Texa n s , ex-Texans and sometimes Texans rendezvoused
Wi t h the rest of cavingdom for a week of interesting seminars and good entertainment. The Groad
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Hollow
guest list included Dino Lowery, Steve
Zeman,
Blake Harrison, Jon Cradit, Alan Cobb,
Russell Dobson, Bill Rupley, Albert Ogden, Claire
Snider, Dale Pate, Bill Mixon, Jim Pisarowicz,
Colin and Peter Strickland, Jocie Hooper. Jay and
girlfriend camped in a more secluded spot. Mike
Walsh, Terry, Susie and Aspen Raines stayed in
suburban truck.
Exploration
sessions
included
work
in the
Rockies, Mexico and Tailand.
Dr. Merlin Tuttle
gave a very interesting talk about bats - it destroyed a lot of myths and gave new insight into the
lives of these neat critters.
One of the highlights of the week was the banquet talk by Herb and
Jan Cobb about their 20 years of exploration in
Jewel Cave, South Dakota. Several trips were made
to the main local cave, Trout Rocks, which was well
decorated by local teenagers - much to the detriment of a fine cave. Some convention goers assisted in an ongoing dig in a sand-sump at the back.
(Bill Russell where were you?!) Others helped in a
cleanup.
Late nights found us soaking in a Wyoming vintage
hot tub or steaming in the West Virginia sauna with
our friends watching slides or just talking around
the Groad Hollow fire.
The Convention will be in Kentucky next year y'all go! You'll enjoy every minute of it!
FORTY MILES AND BEYOND -- WIND CAVE,
SOUTH DAKOTA
by: Jim Pisarowicz
Personnel: Jim Pisarowicz, Karen Rosga,
Warren Netherton (WICA NPS)
Date: June 11, 1984
Began survey at XX2 with the XQ survey. This was
to be it -- we were going for 40 miles! After the
long trip of 8-9 June we were close. Starting that
previous trip we figured we needed 792 feet. But
the passages did not go well and after 16 hours we
added up our distances and came short by around 250
feet. We decided to exit the cave .
Before this trip, we refigured the distances by
reducing
slope
distance
to
horizontal
and
discovered that Warren had missed an entire page of
survey!
We only needed about 116 more feet of
survey to crack 40 miles.
With this in mind, we started surveying toward a
room previously entered by Warren, Barb Brutvan,
Heather Pulloen, and Greg Wright. The survey went
smoothly and almost perfectly. At XQI0 we almost
had our 40 miles and we were on the verge of
enter i ng the room.
Karen pulled the tape into the room, I read the
instruments, and Warren sketched. XQll put us over
40 miles!
We all let out hoots, I grabbed my camera and took pictures and then we got back to the
work of surveying again.
EXCITEMENT ! All this
occurred aroud 1700 on 11 June 1984.
When we finished surveying around the room, we
exited and checked leads near XXI-2. I found what
looked like a granite boulder about one foot in
diameter . Interesting.
The cave was over 40 miles and going for 50! We
exited to a celebration by other staff (thanks for
the champagne) and went to Tom Farrell's program on
exploring Wind Cave, an appropriate end to the day.
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Miscellaneous Observation:
Although there was lots of excitement in getting
to and over 40 miles, the exploration and survey of
Wind Cave has been a long and still ongoing process.
I often like to compare caves with people.
Everyday we get older, but only on our birthdays do
we stop and celebrate the process of getting older.
Caves are much the same. Each survey trip makes
the cave a little longer, but only at certain
points
do we stop and celebrate the process.
"Happy Birthday" Wind Cave!!!!!
A VIRGINIA CAVER'S VIEW OF A TEXAS CAVE
by: Meredith Hall NSS 21477
Destination: River Styx Cave
King County, Texas
Personnel: Meredith Hall, Mike Walsh,
Bill Rupley
Date: July 1984
Mike Walsh led a through trip in River Styx Cave,
King County, Texas.
This cave is said to be the
longest gypsum cave in Texas and fifth longest in
the U.S.
Bill Rupley and I rounded out the group.
It was early July; we were on our way to Austin
from the NSS Convention.
On the path to the "1964 Entrance," we encountered a four foot long diamond back. It was the
first rattlesnake I'd ever seen. I began to question my sanity.
When we arrived at the entrance,
Bill poked around with a long stick and threw rocks
to scare any lurking snakes. He edged forward to
check out the possible passages.
I got stuck with checking out one of the leads,
against my better judgment.
I did so very carefully, poking with a stick, tossing rocks, and
singing my "Snake Begone" song. Mike tactfully did
not tell me about the black widow spider until I
was well past it.
After we found the correct passage, a Texas-sized
black beetle very nearly forced my retreat. Mike
and Bill assured me that the nasty creatures we'd
come
across thus far only hung out near the
entrance.
I refused to think what might lurk near
the exit.
I pressed on, determined to prove that Virginia
cavers don't wimp out. My paranoia of bugs may not
be typical, but at that moment, I did represent my
State.
I'm certainly glad I did go further -gypsum caves are unlike limestone caves in several
ways.
The
most
notable
difference
is
in
the
formations:
there are few stalactite or stalagmite
like formations; the delicate, peeling flakes in
the Gypsum Blister Passage are unequaled in limestone; and there is much color in the rock, more so
than in limestone.
The passages we went through are comparable
crawlways,
duckwalks,
walkways, and chest-deep
stream passages. However, the temperature of both
the cave air and water is much warmer than in caves
of the Virginia region.
I see now why the term
nt-shirt caver" doesn't have the derogatory connotation in Texas that it has in my neck of the
woods.
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We saw a good deal of the cave.
Mike is a
self-proclaimed expert on River Styx, and rightly
so as he was instrumental in the publication of a
book on the cave. He gave Bill and me a good tour,
complete with background history, some geology and
several interesting anecdotes.
In most respects, caving in Texas is no different
than in Virginia or West Virginia. We saw what
there was to see; we explored side passages; we got
mixed up and ended back in the same place. We
stopped in the Junction Room, where six passages
radiate in all directions, for a break of orange
juice and jokes.
We turned all our lamps out in
the Dome Room to experience, yet again, total
darkness. We walked; we climbed; we crawled.
When we got to the stream near the lower exit,
Mike commented on the lowness of the water. It was
up to my chest in places but there was plenty of
air space. We saw evidence that, on occasion, this
passage sumps out. I was glad for the air space -I didn't relish the thought of going back the way
we had come.
All at once, I realized we were out
of the cave; the mugginess hit hard although the
darkness was nearly as complete as it was in the
cave.
As we climbed the mesa to our campsite, I
thought that it had been a great way to spend my
first night in Texas.

SIERRA LA ARGENTINA
by Mike Warton
Date: May 24-31, 1984
Personnel: Mike Warton, Frank Maloney
May 24- Frank and I headed south to investigate
topographic features in the Sierra La Argentina,
approximately 15 km west of Cd. Ocampo, Tamaulipas
(Ed. note:
this is on the west side of the Sierra
de Guatemala). We began our stay with a short trip
to Sotano de Vasquez, where we camped our first
night.
May 25- We traveled to the small village of
Gallitos on a new road through the range not shown
on our map. En route we located a small 30 m pit in
the midst of road construction. On top of the range
we found several small pits in the area of a commerative road construction marker. The deepest of
these was Sotano del Monumento, an attractive 40 m
shaft. The remainder of the day was spent checking
doline features. We camped for the night just above
the village of Gallitos.
May 26th- We secured permiso to visit caves from
the local jefe of Gallitos and arranged for a
guide. The first cave was a small formation cave 1
km up the mountainside south of town. Then we hiked
back to town and departed for a second cave. The
second, Cueva del Manantial de Gallitos, turned out
to be a significant find. This nice resurgence cave
lies 1 km west of town and 20 m above the valley
floor. A 50 m long wash over talus leads up to a 5
X 10 m cliffside entrance. A 10 m high passage
leads back to a 50 m high dome chamber. This
well-decorated passage then slopes down for 20 m to
a deep clear sump suitable for scuba gear. A small
colony of vampire bats was found above the pool
area. A sizeable stream issues from below the cave
entrance. We found no way to follow it into the
mountain,
however
further investigation might
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produ ce an entrance .
Mos t dolinal features of the areas we checked
we r e found to have considerable clay buildup,
bloc king most of the pits. This was suspected prior
to our investigation.
May 27- We departed the area, traveling farther
so ut h. We drove to Sotano del Arroyo (in the
Sie rra de El Abra) and hauled ropes and gear down
to the cave before nightfall. We camped at Los
Sabinos for the night.
May 28- We spent the day wet-suiting through the
cave and shooting pictures. Stayed in Cd. Valles,
S. L.P . , for the night.
May 29- Drove south to Aquismon, S.L.P., and
secured permiso to visit Hoya de Guaguas, Sotano
de Ce pilla, and Sotano de las Golondrinas. Hiked
to Guaguas and were caught in heavy rainstorm. We
l ooked at the entrance and left. Drove on to
Tamapatz. Access to Cepilla was blocked by road
s l uff-offs. We drove 4-wheel to Zopope over several
other road sluffs. Hiked to Golondrinas and spent
night with a Huastecan Indian family near the pit.
They fed us black beans, cabrito and golondrinas!
We dropped the pit the next morning and hiked out.
May 30-31- R & R. Drove home .
HARRELL'S CAVE, WHITEFACE CAVE
by: Mike Warton
Per sonnel: Mike Warton, Sandy Rosier,
Frank Ma loney, Mark Yager
Date: June 25, 1984
We departed La Grange at 7:00 A.M. arriving at
Ha rre ll Cave 10:30 A.M.
Photographed cave while
dodgi ng
bats
and
swatting gnats.
Left for
White face Cave at 4:00 P.M.
Located cave and
entere d at 6:30 P.M. Photographed and descended to
l owes t level (200') .
Explored past 8 to 10 deep
bl ue pools and located three promising digs through
breakdown.
A return trip is planned. Large bat
co l ony present in cave.
BED CA VE, STEAM CAVE, CHINABERRY SINK, QUARRY CAVE
by: Mike Warton
Per sonnel: Mike Warton, Frank (Radar) Maloney
Date : July 12, 1984
Depa rted La Grange in the Azul Mule (Toyota) 6:00
A.M. bound for Florence, Texas with pit stop in
Austi n at Ronald McDonald's House of Ptomaine.
Stopped at Inner Space Caverns (Georgetown) and obtaine d permission to visit caves on that property
l ate r in the day.
Arrived at Bed Cave near
Florence, Texas approximately 10:30 A.M. Bed Cave
was/ i s an old digging lead from years ago which
was/remains a highly promising lead. The entrance
i s a small 9 " by 2' squeeze which drops 25' vertically to a small boulder strewn floor 8' by 10'. A
small crawl leads a few feet to the old blast zone.
Two r a ttlesnakes were found and shot in the crawlway .
The blast zone had become filled in again
pl llgg ing off all air flow and had to be dug open
agai n.
This took about an hour as a few 150 pound
bo ulder s had to be relocated in the crawl space.
Digg ing open the blast zone allowed the cave to
br ea the as it use to.
Very strong air currents

blow from further within. To enter a small crawlway below requires moving head first down a small
vertical 3' drop which is noticeably more interesting to exit as no turnaround room exists ahead
yet. 25' ahead another 10' of progress was made digging away at the floor of an 8' high crawlspace.
We were stopped by a flowstone blockage but close
enough to tell that loose flooring and a drop in
the floor lay only a few feet ahead. Looks like
another job for Kino-kaboom. So we left the cave
teased by the promising wind as before.
We arrived back at Inner Space Caverns around
4:00 P.M. and made uneventful visits to Steam arid
Chinaberry Caves. Quarry Cave will soon be lost as
the quarry is rapidly being refilled with rock and
soil from a very nearby encroaching housing development.
We were greeted by three local preteens who
followed us through Quarry Cave. This once small
but well decorated cave was found highly vandalized
and totally trashed out. Its loss will be just as
well as lost it is already .

Grotto News
UTG NEWS
by William R. Elliott
In early May Peter and Terri Sprouse, Mike Warton
and Frank Maloney did a photo trip to Preserve
Cave, Comal Co . Mark Minton et al. broke through a
restriction in the cave, but found only a low .
airspace beyond and added only 20 m. The mud is
mid-thigh deep in places.
James Reddell, Marcelino Reyes, David McKenzie
and Linda Elliott found a cave on some land near
the old Kretschmarr Ranch, Travis Co. The cave went
about 50 m and 5 m deep and was still going . Caves
have been found by surveyors on the 3M property
west of Austin, but may be covered when the company
builds its facilities there .
Paul Fambro reported that several months ago he
and some other TI Cavers dug out a pit near Camp
Ben MCCullough, Travis Co. This went down over 2 m,
where they found lots of bones, but it didn't go.
In mid-May Bill Elliott spent a couple of days
doing some biology work in Seminole Canyon Cave
with several state archaeologists
while
they
recovered ancient Indian remains. The shovel bums
became adept at bug picking the rocks they moved
while e xcavating the talus cone under the entrance
drop. An immature schizomid was found during the
dig,
the first ever found in a Texas cave.
Schizomids are small, scorpion-like arachnids found
mostly in the tropics . James Reddell reports that
this one is a member of the Family Protoschizomidae, which occurs in Mexican caves. Two weeks
later Tom Byrd did some sedimentology studies in
the cave. Earlier Tom had explored and mapped
Britain Pasture Cave on private land nearby. The
archaeological team now reports that there are
remains of ten individuals in SCC.
On Memorial Day weekend, May 25-28 1984, Austin
cavers joined forces with Dallas and Denver for a
trip to the Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico. Jack
Ackerman, Jerry Atkinson, John Brooks and lady
friend, Russell Hill, Jocie Hooper, Jay Jorden,
Martha Meacham, Bill Mixon, Rich Rohwer, Paul
Smith, Pete Strickland, and Todd somebody visited
Pink Dragon and Pink Panther caves. On the second
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day some went to Three Fingers while others ridgewalked, and on the third some returned to TF. This
was primarily a photo trip.
The same weekend Mark Minton and Lisa Wilk hiked
toward the top of Bustamante Canyon and found two
small caves.
In early June Peter and Terri Sprouse hiked
around about 10 km south of Tecolote and found five
caves and three pits.
Mark Mi nton recently displayed a map of Pena
Colorada
and its relationship to the Huautla
system. The 115 km of survey overtaxed the ELLIPSE
cave survey program that the grotto runs on the CDC
Cyber at UT. The two caves are still separated by 7
km, but are tied by an overland survey . Rich Rohwer
devised a 3D map of the Huautla system using mirrors
and two different profiles plotted by ELLIPSE .
Andy
Grubbs
reported
that a teenager got
"trapped" in McCarty Cave, near San Marcos, by
bats. Some nameless vandal dug a new entrance into
Ezell's Cave, bypassing the new gate, but it was
sealed again . Later Andy reported that John Cradit
and Glenn Longley had escorted several people from
the
Cincinnatti Zoo and the rancher/owner to
Valdina Farms Sinkhole to catch salamanders . The
group also visited Hone y Creek Water Cave and may
have gotten a salamander there .
In late May Bill Ell i ott visited T Cave,
Blanco
Co . , with Dr. Gary McCrac k en of the University of
Tennessee and two of his
graduate
students.
McCracken hoped to study some Mexican freetail bats
there but the population turned out to be Myotis
velifer. Elliott did some gas sampling in the
cave.
Doyle Mosier, a zoologist at the Texas Memorial
Museum, presented a slide talk on Rhamdia, the
bl i nd catfishes of southern Mexico. Other talks
have included the Sprouses'
trip to Peregrina
Canyon, Terry Raines'
slides of
cavers
from
1962-67, Jeff Horowitz's trip to Alaska, and the
NSS Convention in Wyoming in July.
John Spence went to Boehm's Cave, Medina Co . ,
in
late June with the Bex ar Grotto . They saw about 3/4
of a turtle shell embedded in a flowstone.
Also in late June Minton and others continued a
dig in Preserve Cave, Comal Co.
Gar y McCracken gave an interesting slide talk at
one grotto meeting about his studies of nursing
behavior of freetail bats in Davis Blowout Cave.
This summer he has been doing extensive work with
an inf r ared nightscope and video recorder in the
cave . He and his grad students have found that
mother bats do relocate the i r own young and nurse
them . For y ears it had been assumed that in crowded
freetail colonies the mothers must nurse any young
the y meet . The bats accomplish this b y remembering
the general location of their young on the ceiling,
then by using call and scent cues to identify their
own babies . Bill Elliott took Re x Wahl, a new caver
in Austin who moved here from Santa Fe, and Dr.
K~ i ~h Clark, a veterinarian and rabies expert, on a
V1Slt to Davis Blowout in lat e July. McCracken
ass i sted in capturing a raccoon that eats bats in
the cave. A blood sample was drawn by Clark to test
for anti-rabies titer , that i s, to see if the coon
has . acquir ~ d much rabies res i stance by eating bats .
Eillott dld some gas studies in the cave but found
the a mmonia and carbon dioxide levels lower than
e x pe c ted,
possibl y because a front had blown
throu gh that morning, airing out the cave.
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In late July Peter and Terri Sprouse and Jim
Feely went to the Jaumauve, Tamaulipas, area to
check some springs. They met up with Duwain Whitis
and Barb Vinson and baby Sarah. Many roads were
washed out, so they went west of Zaragoza and found
some pits. They mapped one major pit, one small
pit, and one cave that descended at a steep angle
for 65 m.
Another pit had a 6 second rockfall
before a bounce.
These pits were high in the
mountains.
About the same time Minton et al. returned to
Preserve Cave and dug out an active spr i ng but
didn't get into go i ng cave .
They ran a surface
survey from the cave to a sinkhole dig over the
cave, but there doesn't seem to be much chance of a
back entrance there.
Craig Bittinger took two friends to Cueva de
Carrizal. One of the friends tripped wh i le trying
to get in his own photo on a 10-second timer and
broke his leg.
It was not a serious break and he
was able to get out of the cave on his own.
Sunday vertical sessions are being held at the
Stricklands' country place in preparation for Old
Timers' . See you there!

Remember the TSS Mystery Map #1,
published a few
issues ago? Well, no one identified it. He r e is
Mystery map #2. This may not even be a Texas cave,
but it was found in the TSS files. If anyone would
like to guess what cave this is, please notify
William R.
Elliott, 12102 Grimsley Drive, Austin,
TX 78759.

~~ ~1~ ~p~fu~
Thi s is an excerpt from Carl Kuna th' s Ye Oide History.
A few of the names have cha n ~ed but t he message sta nds as t rue
today as when it was written nearly 20 yea r s ago .

"Th e Future -

As this story \-lent to pr e ss, literally on
th e lIeve " of th e 1 965 T. S. 1\ . Convention, I
paus e d for u mome nt to refle ct on the future of
ca v ing in our St a t e.
.
~n

At pre s e nt, the f o iloHi ng grou!' s are acti v e
Te xas Cav ing : The I\bile ne Grotto, t he Al amo

Gr.otto, t he St . i ia r y s S!,e l eo loq ica l Society ,

and t he Bexar Grot t o (San Anton io ), the Un i ve rsity of Texas Grotto a nd th e Balc o ncs Grott o
( Aus~ i n ), th c Dt'l ll a :; -Fo r t ' ,fo r th Grotto, t ;le
Sout nt-lest e rn Spe l e olog ical Soc ie t y , (Ge or qe to:'1n),
t he lI ua c o Cave r s (: .' a co), th e Tr ans- Peco s Sl)cle olog ~c a l Soci ety , former l y Su I R o ~s S~el co lo gi c a l
Soc1e t y (Al ~ in e ) , a nd the Sa n Ang e lo Coll e~e
Sr.>e l eo lo g i c a l Socic t y (San J\ ngc lo) .
r~o lon ge r
wlth us a r e : th e Pe r Mi an uas in Grotto, The
Co r pus Cri s ti Gr o tto, and t :le Ozona Grotto .
Tex a s ha s mo r e th .) n i t s s ha r e of e xcen tiona I
c a ve r s , a nd I fee l con fide nt th a t More are on
th e way .
I f ~ ... e can c oo r dina t e our e fforts and
c ha nne l our e nc r q i cs i n th e ?r o ~e r direction,
'lie canno t fa i I to g rO d .:l nd "' ro ~ ., e r .
' !e necd
th is coo pe r a ti o n no \'/ as neve r bef ore .
T ile
nu mbe r of 1)e r 50nS i nt e r es t e d in ca ving i lCl S incr cascc1
many time s in t ne p a st f e w y e ars , a nd th es e
pe ople nee d t he adv ice clnd g uidance t hat th e
mor e ex ~ e ri e n ce d c a ve r s ha ve t o o f fe r.
Unl e s s
thesc neH - come r s are controlle d a nd tau g ht
conse r v ation, safe t y , and l a nd-owner r e l a ti o ns,
th e s por t of Spelunking and t he sc i en c e of
s~e l e olo gy I as we kno l ", t hem , could conce ivably
d1 5a pge ar wit h in ou r li fet i me s.
I t i5 t he d ut y of eve r y m~mbe r o f our
R~0~O~ t o ~ u ppor t t he Re gion, i ts of fic e rs,
po ll clcs un d i t s goa l s .
DO YOUR PART.
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